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When a particle releases some energy in the absorber, phonons out of the thermodynamic equilibrium
are produced (athermal phonons). These phonons degrade their energy via several interactions and
reach a new thermal equilibrium distribution.

Bolometric detectors sensitive to athermal phonons are characterized by response times of the order
of !s (‘fast’ detectors). Instead, if the temperature sensor response time is higher than the phonons
thermalization time, it will detect mainly the thermalized phonons, thus measuring the actual
temperature of the absorber; in this case the device is a ‘slow’ detector and it acts as an ideal
calorimeter.
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TES / ’fast’ sensor (!s) can detect athermal phonon

NTD / ’slow’ sensor (ms) only sensitive to thermalized phonons

The basic idea is to utilize the different arrival times from the interaction point to different thermal sensors.
The phonon group velocity is usually few km/s. If a time resolution around ~ 1us can be achieved, the
position accuracy will be few millimeters. In the following, we’ll discuss the possibility in detail.
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The characteristic velocity of phonons is the velocity of the sound vs; this is the velocity with which
“vibrations” or “phonons” move through the lattice. Typical values for solids, in particular metals, are vs =
(3–5) � 105 cm s−1.

Pobell 2007 matter and methods at low temperature



R0=1ohm, T0=4K 
R0=0.1ohm, T0=4K
R0=1ohm, T0=7K
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A small NTD, with a mass of 10 mg or less, will be glued on the Ge surface using the
same gluing tools as the main Li2MoO4crystals. To minimize the 1/f noise in sliced
NTDs faced over the CUPID-Mo commissioning, it will be necessary to perform a

dedicated polishing of thermistors as done in CUPID-0. The use of ∼ 1 mg NTDs
would yield a faster response, further increase the signal amplitude, and reduce
the baseline noise [39, 89].

[39] The reduced size of both the absorber and the sensor of light detectors (see
Tables 3, 4) leads to lower heat capacities and therefore to higher sensitivities, which
are in the range ∼ 1–2 μV/keV for a good-performance detector. ΔT = ∆E

C()) , ,()) ∝ )
.

As for the LDs, smaller NTDs are required to increase the sensitivity. In fact, the heat capacity of the Li2MoO4crystal
dominates that of the NTD, while the opposite is true in the case of LDs, due to the small mass (∼1 g) of the Ge wafer. In
this case, therefore, the mass of the NTD plays an important role. Based on the lessons learned in CUPID-0, CUPID-Mo,

and related R&D, we plan to employ NTD sensor for the LDs with a mass of about 5-10 mg and the same contact distance
as the NTDs for the heat channel, but the contact cross section modified accordingly.

CUPID-preCDR

CUPID-preCDR





TES / ’fast’ sensor (!s) can detect athermal phonon

NTD / ’slow’ sensor (ms) only sensitive to thermalized phonons
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